
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? In order to
be well-informed, a person must get information from many
different news resources. Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer.
It is obvious that in our modern life there are many diverse
sources to update our information day by day such as ,Internet,
different kind of newspaper, broadcast like satellites, Televisions
and so on. From my point of view get information from many
various news resources is more beneficial for a couple of reasons
which I explain in this essay.

The first and main reason which can be on the top and covers
other reasons is " news accuracy"  which means you have to be
sure the news you heard is true. In other words, checking various
source about a one news, it can guarantee the veracity of that
news. In that case you must searching the news from national tv
and newspapers even Internet. Besides, by chacking checking
different sources you can distinguish between false and correct
news report. For instance, there are some news items which have
security stance aspects and almost the national tv and domestic
newspapers do not consider correctly or completly. The worse and
most recent example of this case can be the fall of the Ukrainian
plane by the Iranian army. If there was no pressure from foreign
governments, the Iranian government would not admiting the
truth.
Another important point is that, by reading diverse resources you
can access more comprehensive information. Most of the sources
belongs to one person or persons, they covers every part of the
news which they wants, so you should use several media. For
example, when Donald Trump, the 45th U.S president lectures,
reports Iranian news agencies report wherever whatever is related
to Iran or war but he might speaks about economic or
astronomical expansions, so in some case you should survey
national news and international news.
Ultimately, because the news is one of the notable part of our life,
so we must access authentic and plenary news that itwhich can be
a little tough because the position of governments, so it should be
better to read different resources and do we should not publish the
news before you we are not sure of it.


